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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT)-enabled information system
solutions are emerging in various domains such as remote health-
care, smart logistics, agriculture and so on. Meanwhile, Business
Process Management Systems (BPMS) have proved themselves to
be promising tools for driving and managing devices within IoT
systems. However, past works have not fully addressed how the
IoT-based BPMS can continue their execution when the involved
IoT devices do not have a reliable Internet connection. In this
paper, we propose a system design for decentralised device-to-
device (D2D)-based BP execution, where mobile nodes have the
capability of both executing BPs but also migrating BP execution
to other nodes during runtime. We apply this design to the field
of smart logistics, in order to enable smart goods monitoring.
The presented goods monitoring solution enables reacting to
events as soon as they occur, while also generating a trace of
the monitoring execution history. A prototype focusing on the
migration functionality of the platform has been implemented
and tested to evaluate its performance in the context of the
mentioned smart logistics scenario.

Index Terms—Internet of Things, Business Process Manage-
ment Systems, Business Process Migration, Device-to-Device,
Goods Monitoring, Smart Logistics

I. INTRODUCTION

The maturing of technologies such as mobile- and cloud

computing has fostered the emergence of a new phenomenon

called the Internet of Things (IoT) [1], which is increasingly

gaining attention in both academia and industry. IoT denotes

the paradigm in which everyday objects are augmented with

sensing, actuating, processing and communicating capabilities.

Sensors enable the objects to gather information from their

surrounding physical environment, while actuators provide

means to manipulate the environment (e.g. turn on a light). In-

ternet connectivity acts as the property which enables creating

complex IoT systems and even systems of systems [2], where

objects or groups of objects communicate with one another to

achieve goals.

IoT can benefit domains such as agriculture, smart home,

transportation, healthcare and many others [1]. It is predicted

that by 2020, the number of IoT devices will grow to 26 billion

units [3] while the annual economic impact created by IoT is

predicted to be between $2.7 trillion - $6.2 trillion by 2025

[4].

Existing IoT smart devices are often heterogeneous in

nature: they are produced by different manufacturers, they

entail different capabilities, the standards and protocols they

use vary. This makes integrating such devices into a single

software system difficult. One approach of achieving such

interoperability is to use a Service Oriented Architecture

(SOA)-based middleware [5]. In SOA, the capabilities of the

things such as sensing or actuating are regarded as services.

A SOA-based middleware system may utilize single devices

as atomic services or multiple devices as a composite service.

As IoT scenarios commonly include interaction with a num-

ber of devices, service composition is a priority for SOA-based

IoT systems. To this end, Workflow Management Systems

(WfMS) [6] are a prominent approach for realizing service

composition. A workflow is a sequence of tasks, events and

decisions. Workflow management is the field of designing,

executing and observing work sequences and providing meth-

ods for improving and managing the work efficiently. Today,

Business Process Management Systems (BPMS) have become

the de facto leading standard for WfMS [7], thanks to the

number of available software tools and success of standards

such as Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [8]

and Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [9]. By

using workflow modelling languages such as BPMN, business

analysts can focus on workflow design, while developers can

focus on providing software for integrating the things with

WfMS. In this paper, we use the terms workflow and business

process interchangeably.

BPMS has previously been used to create self-managing

IoT systems in domains such as smart home [10], healthcare

[11], heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) [12],

personal assistance [13] and others. An overview of existing

BPMS-for-IoT frameworks can be found in [14]

In the domain of logistics and transportation, IoT could

be used to realize fine-grained monitoring of goods. By

enhancing the transported parcels with sensors and using

location-tracking technology for the transportation workers or

their vehicles, we can imagine systems which react to events

that occur with individual parcels during transportation or

on the other hand provide a detailed history of events after
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Fig. 1. A selected sequence of events from the WiseWare goods monitoring scenario. From left to right: 1) scanning of products, 2) real-time reaction to
events such as product orientation change, 3) transferring of products and their monitoring, 4) support for transferring (sub)selections of products, 5) web
application based on the result of monitoring.

transportation. Yet, in the field of transportation, it is common

that goods are handed over from one organization (company)

to another during transportation and warehousing. This raises

an interesting challenge: how to continuously perform goods

monitoring even if the objects cross the boundaries of different

business organisations? Secondly, the goods monitoring should

be continuous and take place even when Internet connectivity

is not available (e.g. driving a truck through a tunnel), while

at the same time still propagating monitoring information to

remote servers as early as possible in order for remote parties

to react to events in an agile fashion.

In this work, we propose a system design which enables

decentralised Business Process (Workflow) execution that ex-

tends to the edge network. Namely, throughout the lifetime

of a single Business Process (BP) instance, the execution of

the process is carried out by different devices. The system

contains nodes which entail BPMS functionality with process

migration support, enabling nodes to transfer running process

instances to other nodes when appropriate. This allows BP

execution in a way where during the lifetime of a single BP

execution, it has been run by different devices belonging to

different organizations, thus supporting the creation of long-

running, fault-tolerant, pervasive business processes.

We apply this design to realize a scenario from the domain

of transportation in which the BP realizes the task of moni-

toring the status of goods and reacting to events which result

from the monitoring. These BP-s are migrated from the device

of one companys worker to the device of another companys

worker dynamically, while the BPs are being executed, in order

to achieve a continuous monitoring of the goods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section

2 presents a motivating scenario from the domain of trans-

portation & goods monitoring. Section 3 goes into detail

with the system architecture and design, while section 4

presents a prototype implementation of the proposed system

and evaluation results based on experiments done with the

prototype. In section 5, we discuss related works in BPMS-

based IoT logistics. Finally, in section 6 we conclude this paper

with a summary and some future perspectives.

II. SCENARIO

Consider the task of monitoring goods during transportation.

Real-time monitoring is necessary in case of products that may

bear damage if handled poorly (e.g. frozen foods exposed to

unsuitable temperatures or fragile products experiencing rapid

movement).

A set of products is stored in Warehouse A. The warehouse

uses an intelligent goods monitoring platform called ”Wise-

Ware”, which keeps track of the status of compatible products

stored at the warehouse. ”WiseWare”-compatible products

use special parcels which have battery-powered, low-energy

sensors attached to them. The sensors attached to the parcel

vary by product (and manufacturer). During storage, these

parcel sensors are utilized by monitoring devices attached

to the warehouse shelves. The warehouse worker carries a

personal digitant assitant (PDA) with WiseWare software. The

worker receives a notification that boxes X, Y and Z are to be

delivered to the loading bay and handed over to a truck driver

who has come to pick up these products. As the warehouse

worker gathers the 3 items, each time (s)he picks up a parcel,

(s)he scans the QR code on the parcel using the PDA to keep

track of collected items (see Fig. 1 (1) ). This triggers an event

in the WiseWare system in which the task of monitoring the

scanned parcels is handed over from the static, shelf-attached

monitoring devices to the PDA of the worker. This is necessary

because after picking them up, the parcel sensors are now out

of reach of the static shelf devices.

Approaching the loading bay, the warehouse worker bumps

into a corner with the pallet jack (s)he is using to transport the

goods (Fig. 1, (2) ). As a result, one parcel becomes tilted at

an angle. The worker immediately receives a message on their

PDA, stating that a parcel which needs to be held upright at

all times has become dislocated. After taking care of the issue,

the worker proceeds to the loading bay where the trucker is

waiting.

When handing over the products, the warehouse worker uses

the PDA to discover nearby WiseWare-compatible devices.

After choosing the trucker’s device and the bundle of products,

the trucker receives a notification on their smartphone that the

warehouse worker would like to hand over the monitoring of

goods X, Y, Z to the trucker. The trucker confirms this request

and begins loading the boxes onto the truck, meanwhile the

warehouse worker proceeds with their next task at hand (Fig.

1 (3) ).

The trucker is fulfilling a delivery which consists of two

tasks: deliver product X to Warehouse B and deliver Y, Z to
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Store C. After driving to Warehouse B, the trucker similarly

searches for nearby WiseWare-enabled devices, selects the

appropriate one, but this time, only product X is selected. The

warehouse worker at Warehouse B confirms the request and

the product is handed over (Fig. 1 (4) ).

While continuing the drive to Store C, the trucker receives

a notification that the temperature of a parcel is becoming too

high. The trucker adjusts the trucks climate control and thus

the issue is resolved. Finally, the products are handed over to

Store C in the fashion previously described.

After a few weeks, Store C has sold product Z to a retail

customer. The customer is able to use the QR code on the

product to open a web application which provides a history

of events associated with the products lifetime, including the

slight increase in temperature at one point of time (Fig. 1 (5)

).

Additionally, the manufacturer of product Z is able to look

at the detailed log trace generated by using the WiseWare

monitoring platform. Using this information, the manufacturer

is able to discover which organizations are handling their

products better and thus improve their business choices.

A. Challenges

The presented scenario raises multiple challenges. Firstly,

the goods being monitored are in motion, posing the question:

how to continue the monitoring, regardless of location? Using

a conventional centralized approach is unsuitable, as it would

require constant network connectivity, which may not be avail-

able during transportation (e.g. the truck is driving in a tunnel).

Additionally, it would involve constant messaging between the

WiseWare parcels and the central server, consuming bandwidth

and increasing latency.

Secondly, how can the various devices which perform

the monitoring adapt to the requirements of different goods

dynamically? The warehouse worker might handle hundreds

of different kinds of products per day, each one requiring a

different kind of monitoring, using different types of sensors

for example.

Thirdly, the goods are being handled by different orga-

nizations (Warehouse A, truck company, Store C), so the

WiseWare platform must support inter-organizational support

on the fly.

III. ARCHITECTURE

To address the raised challenges, we propose to leverage

BPMS to realize goods monitoring in the presented scenario.

When a product manufacturer decides to use WiseWare for

goods monitoring, they model a Business Process for the

monitoring of each of their products. As such, the BP is

tailored to meet the product’s monitoring requirements (e.g.

temperature reading frequency) and the capabilities of the

product’s packaging (which sensors are bundled with the

parcel).

By using Business Processes, devices can adapt to mon-

itoring of arbitrary products, as the BP model provides the

description of how the monitoring is carried out.

Fig. 2. Movement of data between Process Executors and Process.

However, if the goods are moved, e.g. handed over from

a warehouse to a truck, the task of monitoring must also

be handed over. For this, WiseWare is capable of process

migration from device to device during runtime. This minifies

the dependency the monitoring has on the device which is

carrying out the monitoring.

The system has two main categories of software agents:

Process Owners and Process Executors. The Process Owner

is interested in having their BPs executed to provide whatever

service the process entails and so that they can gather log data

regarding the execution of the process. On the other hand, the

Process Executor carries out the actual execution of processes.

Process Executors can obtain BPs for execution in 2 ways:

either instantiate a new BP acquired from a Process Owner

or receive a running BP from another Process Executor via

workflow instance migration (see Fig. 2) [15], [16].

In our WiseWare platform scenario, the product manufac-

turers who wish to enable goods monitoring and provide a

”product history” service to their end-customers are the Pro-

cess Owners. The various transportation entities (warehouses,

truck drivers) who wish to provide an intelligent transporta-

tion service to manufacturers are the Process Executors. A

single organization may participate in the system as a Process

Owner and Process Executor simultaneously. For example, a

manufacturer could also act as the Process Executor while the

product is being stored at the factory warehouse.

A. Process Owner

A Process Owner consists of a Business Process Manager

and other, process-specific components which support the

processes provided by the Process Owner (Fig. 3 ).

1) Business Process Manager: The Business Process Man-

ager (BPMan) takes care of storing process definitions and

allowing remote Process Executors to log their execution.

BPMan exposes a REST interface to enable the invocation

of these services by other parties.

In the WiseWare scenario, the product manufacturer’s pro-

cess designers create BP definitions that correspond to the

company’s products and submit them to the Process definition

repository (see step 1 on Fig. 3). From this repository, Process

Executors can retrieve process definitions to instantiate a

process execution.
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Fig. 3. Overview of components and their interaction in the WiseWare platform.

If a BP hosted by the Process Owner requires additional

online services, these should also be deployed onto the Process

Owner System. As an example, suppose that product X-s BP

involves a BPMN Send Task which sends a set of recent

temperature readings to the manufacturer (Fig. 3, step 2),

where they are stored, so that a customer can later see them

in a web application (step 3 of Fig. 3).

B. Process Executor

After the BP definition and relevant supporting components

have been set up by the Process Owner, Process Executors may

instantiate BPs by retrieving the definition from the Process

Owner (Fig. 3, step 4). In our scenario, we assume that the

manufacturer wishes to begin the goods monitoring at the

moment when the goods are handed over to Warehouse A.

In this case, when the products arrive at Warehouse A, the

warehouses Process Executor’s Discovery & Communications

module (DC module) uses RFID scanners to identify the

products and look up their corresponding process definitions.

For each item, a corresponding BP instance is started. Note

that this means that if, for example, 100 units of product X

arrived, then 100 instances of product X-s BP are started.

1) Discovery and Communications Module: The DC mod-

ule provides interfaces for discovering and communicating

with other entities and nodes within the platform. The com-

munication may happen via proximity-based technologies such

as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), Near Field Communication

(NFC), RFID or via the Internet. Additionally, the DC module

provides User Interaction (UI) functionality to notify the user

about something or ask for user input. In our scenario, when

Warehouse A-s worker wished to hand products over to the

trucker, (s)he used the UI provided by the DC module to look

for nearby WiseWare devices, selected the trucker’s device,

and was then presented a list of products whose BP-s were

currently being executed by the workers PDA. After selecting

all products, the DC module sent the request to the truckers

WiseWare device via BLE (step 5, Fig. 3. Upon receiving this

request, the DC module of the truckers device presented the

request details, including information about the source of the

request and the contents (list of products) to the trucker. After

the trucker confirmed the request, the warehouse worker’s

WiseWare device began the BP migration procedure, described

in detail in III-B3.

2) Business Process Engine: Execution of BPs is carried

out by the BP Engine. Unlike typical BP engines such as

jBPM or Activiti, the Process Executors BP Engine is extended

with a Remote Execution Logger component. This component

uploads execution log data to the Process Owner of the BP

(step 6 of Fig 3). If network connectivity is available, the

Remote Execution Logger will upload log entries at a certain

rate. When connectivity is unavailable, the Logger will buffer

log entries so that they may be uploaded at a later time.

3) Migration Module: One of the critical enablers of the

proposed system is the Migration Module (MM). MM is used

to transfer a running BP instance from one Process Executor

to another. To do this, MM captures the process instance state

metadata using a migration model such as the one proposed

by Barkhordarian et al. [17]. Once the process has been halted

and the process state captured (step 7, Fig. 3), the model

is serialized to a format such as JSON or XML. Now, the

serialized migration data and process definition are sent to

another Process Executor via the DC module (step 5, Fig 3).

When the process and its migration data are received at the

destination device, the DC module forwards the data to the

MM which then deploys the process onto the BP Engine and

restores its state on the device. After succeeding, the original
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Executor is notified of a successful migration, and the process

definition and any instance are discarded.

As discussed by Barkhordarian et al. [17], the halting of

a BP execution is not straight-forward, and can be especially

complex if the BP execution is in a state of processing or

waiting for (external) events. In this case, the unsubscribing

and subscribing to the event source for the 2 Process Executors

involved in the migration, must be carried out.

The efficiency of the migration procedure determines the

downtime of the process execution. For the goods monitoring

scenario, this means that the faster the migration procedure is,

the less monitoring time is lost.

IV. PROTOTYPE AND EXPERIMENTS

We have implemented a prototype of the Process Executor

component of our system as an Android application. The

prototype is capable of executing and migrating BPs. For the

BP Engine, we used the open-source Activiti BPM software

version 5.21 (June 2016), which has been adapted to run on the

Android OS (by referring to the source code from [11], which

was used for an earlier version of Activiti BPM). Activiti uses

database tables to manage BP instance execution metadata.
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Fig. 4. Time consumption of process migration.

The Migration Module has been implemented as an exten-

sion to the Activiti engine. As described by [17], the Migration

module listens to events broadcast by the Activiti Engine to

determine the exact moment when migration can be triggered.

We distinguish two types of migration operations: BP
instance export and BP instance import.

Instance Export denotes the process of suspending the

execution of a BP instance, capturing the information relevant

to the BP instance from the Activiti database (DB), and serial-

izing this information into a format suitable for transferring to

another Process Executor. In our prototype, we chose JSON as

this format. After serializing into JSON, our prototype writes

the data into a file.

Instance Import is the opposite of the previously described

Export operation. Import involves deserializing the chosen BP

state format, inserting the data into the Activiti DB and then

activating the BP instance in the BP engine so that process

execution may continue.

Our prototype presumes that when a BP is migrated from

one node to another, then both nodes already have the BP

definition deployed to their BP engine.

The source code of our migration-capable Activiti en-

gine for Android is available at: https://github.com/jaks6/

WiseWare-BP-Engine.

A. Experiment Description

In order to evaluate the scalability and performance of

our prototype, we conducted a series of experiments with

real devices. The experiment consisted of migrating different

numbers of BPs concurrently from one Process Executor to

another. The BP used in the experiment is a simple looping

process which acquires two sensor values and acts on the

result when appropriate, the BP model is presented in Fig. 5.

Such a process represents a possible implementation of goods

monitoring used in the WiseWare scenario. An instance of this

process runs for each product parcel, and when the parcels are

handed over in the scenario, these processes are migrated.

Using LG Nexus 5 phones, we separately measured the

execution time of both BP instance export and import. Note

that this omits the operation of device-to-device (D2D) transfer

of the serialized migration file. This D2D transfer is influenced

by factors such as the type of technology used (BT, WiFi-

Direct etc.) and environmental factors such as signal strength

and device proximity. As the focus of this paper was to study

the feasibility of a mobile Process Executor, our experiments

did not cover that aspect. One can learn about the impact of

the D2D transfer on the performance from works such as [18].

B. Results

1) Execution time: Measuring the execution time for in-

stance export and import yielded the results summarised in

Fig. 4. As can be seen, exporting is considerably more time-

consuming than importing. During export, the BP engine DB

was actively being used by all the running BP instances,

whereas during import, the engine DB was mostly idle as no

BPs were running in our test scenario.

We have presented the time consumption of the migration

process (adding both the import and export operations) in table

I. In total, the process of migration would take slightly less

than 10 seconds in case of migrating 50 instances. While this

cannot be considered fast, as the D2D transmission is not

included in this time, we believe this to be still an acceptable

result considering the WiseWare scenario, where the time

waiting for BP migration is probably spent on cargo loading

activities anyway. Additionally, we consider our prototype to

be preliminary, so it can likely be optimized significantly.

2) Migration file size: Table I also presents the file size

of the serialized BP instance state metadata. Considering the

54.93 kB migration file used when migrating 50 BP instances,

a single instance took up around 1.1 kB of the file.

V. RELATED WORKS

In the last few years, a number of projects have introduced

BPMS for IoT-based logistics. We summarise these works

below.

The ASPIRE project [19] introduces AspireRFID Pro-

cess Description Language (APDL) specification, which is
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Fig. 5. Business process used in the experiments.

TABLE I
MIGRATION FILE SIZES AND TOTAL TIME CONSUMPTION WITH DIFFERENT

NUMBERS OF INSTANCES.

No. of
instances
migrated

1 3 5 10 15 25 50

File size
(kilobytes) 1.88 3.79 6.45 12.84 18.9 28.75 54.93

Time (s) 0.44 1.01 2.15 3.07 3.7 4.54 9.63

the extension of XPDL (http://www.xpdl.org/), to leverage

EPCGlobal specification with BPMS. Fundamentally, APDL

extends the feature of EPCGlobal architecture in generating

automatic business process events that can assist the filtering

of RFID stream data. Accordingly, APDL contains two main

concepts for describing the business processes: (1) Open Loop

Composite business process (OLCBProc), which describes the

BP execution among different individual systems (i.e. the inter-

organisational BPMS); (2) Close Loop Composite Business

Process (CLCBProc), which describes the execution within

one individual system (i.e. the intra-organisational BPMS).

The project has developed a modelling tool called Business

Process Workflow Management Editor (BPWME), which is

an Eclipse IDE plugin that allows the modeller to configure

the RFID-driven BP for both OLCBProc and CLCBProc

level. The system integration of ASPIRE provides a run-

time middleware—AspireRFID Programmable Engine (PE).

Generally, the PE handles the low-level configuration between

the central system and RFID applications. Further, it deploys

the configuration generated from BPWME (BP editor) to the

executable workflow for the system.

The SPUs project [20] provides a comprehensive solution

in both model design and execution platform. In order to

model the IoT-driven event streams, SPUs project introduces

a number of new EPCs elements, together with the mapping

approach between the EPCs elements and BPMN. Specifically,

the new BPMN element—event stream task can represent the

continuous event stream data processing task. The flow of such

task proceeds by the boundary non-interrupt signals attached

to the task. Ideally, such a design provides the flexibility

for the system to handle the event stream independently.

Further, for the model design, the project has also developed

the extension of Software AGs ARIS Process Performance

Manager platform for including the proposed BP model

approach. Accordingly, the project has developed an ESB-

based middleware—Eventlet, which can execute the output

BPMN meta-data from ARIS. It mainly communicates by

WSDL/SOAP, provides the event stream filtering mechanism

based on Java Message Service (JMS).

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF BPMS FOR IOT-BASED LOGISTICS.

BP Model
Standard

BP
Execution
Model

IoT
Device
Involved

D2D
Workflow
Migration

Delay-
tolerant
process

ASPIRE XPDL
Distant
Central
Server

RFID /
Readers

not
supported

not
supported

SPUs BPMN
Distant
Central
Server

EPC /
RFID
Readers

not
supported

not
supported

LTP BPEL
Compiled
code
execution

Android
not
supported

not
supported

WiseWare BPMN
BPMN
model
execution

Android Supported Supported

The Lean Transport Protocol (LTP) project [21] introduces

a middleware framework to integrate IoT devices with BPMS

with the enhancement of the proposed new protocol stack.

In this project, IoT devices communicate with BPEL system
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using LTP-enhanced messages. Additionally, LTP provides

SOAP message compression (SMC) to improve the commu-

nication performance in the edge network of the IoT system.

Overall, the project facilitates the BP participation from IoT

devices by utilising the dynamic model compiled code de-

ployment approach in which the BPEL workflow model is

compiled into C++ code. Afterwards, the IoT devices that have

embedded GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) C++ compilers

can execute the compiled code.

Table II illustrates a comparison between WiseWare and

past projects. As the table shows, the past projects do not

support device-to-device workflow model migration. Further,

they do not support delay-tolerant workflow process, whereas

WiseWare supports both the features.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a system architecture for enabling

continuous, delay-tolerant BP execution that brings the execu-

tion of processes to mobile nodes as opposed to centralized BP

execution. The system is capable of handing over the task of

BP execution from one node to another in the form of process

migration, enabling BP-s to be long-running and be executed

by different parties.

We presented a scenario from the domain of transportation

and goods monitoring to show how such a system can be

applied to gain detailed insight about product status throughout

the process of transportation from the manufacturer to the

end customer. A prototype of the proposed architecture was

tested to determine the feasibility of this approach. Namely, the

tests mainly involved the time consumption of the migration

operations. The results showed the approach to be fitting

considering the application scenario, with the migration time

being in the order of a few seconds.

In the future, we intend to continue the work on implement-

ing other modules of the architecture presented in this paper,

such as the Process Owner. Additionally, we plan to apply

our architecture to scenarios from other application domains

to gain further insight regarding the benefits and limitations

of this architecture.
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